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Abstract
We consider the initial value problem and its renormalisation in the framework of the two-
particle-irreducible (2PI) effective action. We argue that in the case of appropriately chosen self-
consistent initial conditions, the counterterms needed to renormalise the system in equilibrium
are also sufficient to renormalise its time evolution. In this way we improve on Gaussian initial
conditions which have the disadvantage of generically not showing a continuum limit. For a
more detailed discussion see [1].
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The two-particle-irreducible (2PI) effective action [2] provides an efficient first prin-
ciples approach to out-of-equilibrium quantum field theory which circumvents the sec-
ularity problem and allows to study late-time-dynamics in scalar theories [3] as well as
in models incorporating fermions [4]. It has by now become a standard framework for
nonequilibrium quantum field theory with mostly scalar applications of cosmological in-
terest [5]. An open question remains however, namely how to initialize the system in such
a way that a continuum limit be defined.
For illustration, let us consider a scalar (λ/4!)ϕ4 theory. In equilibrium, the system can
be described on the so-called real-time path, see Fig. 1, on which the two-point function
t
Fig. 1. Real-time path.
G can be decomposed in terms of the statistical propagator F and the spectral density
ρ. These fulfill the equations of motion
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(
∂2x +m
2 +Σ0
)
F (x) =
0∫
−∞
dz4ΣF (x− z)ρ(z)−
x0∫
−∞
dz4Σρ(x− z)F (z) , (1)
(
∂2x +m
2 +Σ0
)
ρ(x) =−
x0∫
0
dz4Σρ(x− z)ρ(z) , (2)
where, in the 2PI approach, the self-energy Σ is obtained from the sum Γint[φ,G] of
two-particle-irreducible diagrams as Σ = 2iδΓint/δG [2,1]. In order to yield a particular
solution, these equations need to be supplemented by appropriate boundary conditions:
for the spectral density these are fixed by the equal time commutation relations; for the
statistical propagator one should use the KMS condition (in Fourier space)
F (p0; ~p) = −i
(
1
2
+
1
eβp0 − 1
)
ρ(p0; ~p) , (3)
which sets the temperature T = 1/β of the system in equilibrium. The KMS condition
also ensures that the approach on the real-time path is equivalent to approaches on
contours with decreasing imaginary part and stretching from a time tI to a time tI − iβ,
more directly connected to the canonical or path integral formulations of QFT.
If the KMS condition is assumed, Eqs. (1) and (2) become strictly equivalent and it is
enough to solve for ρ in Eq. (2) and determine F from Eq. (3). Still, if one aims at defin-
ing an equilibrated state in the “continuum limit”, Eq. (2) needs to be renormalised. 1
Renormalisation in the 2PI approach for a system in equilibrium is well known by now
in theories including scalar [6], fermionic [7] as well as gauge [8] degrees of freedom and
amounts to introducing appropriate counterterms in the equations of motion together
with appropriate renormalisation conditions. In moving to out-of-equilibrium situations,
one should keep in mind that these counterterms, which are time-independent, should
also be present in the evolution equations, if one wants the system to evolve toward the
correct “continuum” equilibrated state. Then, as we illustrate shortly, depending on how
one puts the system into motion, these counterterms can yield unbalanced divergences
which might spoil the dynamics.
A possible way to bring the system out-of-equilibrium in the real-time formalism is to
introduce a source term KF in the equations of motion
(
∂2x +m
2 +Σ0(x)
)
F (x, y) =
y0∫
−∞
dz4ΣKF (x, z)ρ(z, y)−
x0∫
−∞
dz4Σρ(x, z)F (z, y) , (4)
(
∂2x +m
2 +Σ0(x)
)
ρ(x, y) =−
x0∫
y0
dz4Σρ(x, z)ρ(z, y) , (5)
where ΣKF ≡ ΣF + iKF and
1 We assume the Landau pole to be much higher than the relevant scales in the problem. By “continuum
limit” we mean that the regularisation cut-off is taken to much larger values than these relevant scales
but much lower values than the Landau pole.
2
KF (x, y) ≡


KF (x− y) if x0 < 0 and y0 < 0 ;
0 if x0 > 0 or y0 > 0 .
(6)
For times smaller than zero, the system is in a steady state sustained by the translation-
ally invariant source KF (x − y). Such states exist for all times and can be obtained by
solving the simplified, translationally invariant equations
(
∂2x +m
2 +Σ0
)
F (x) =
0∫
−∞
dz4ΣKF (x − z)ρ(z)−
x0∫
−∞
dz4Σρ(x− z)F (z) , (7)
(
∂2x +m
2 +Σ0
)
ρ(x) =−
x0∫
0
dz4Σρ(x− z)ρ(z) . (8)
The source KF (x− y) alone does not completely fix the solution of these equations, as it
was also the case in equilibrium (no source). To define a particular solution we introduce
a non-thermal boundary condition in the form of a generalized KMS condition
F (p0; ~p) = −i
(
1
2
+ f(p0; ~p)
)
ρ(p0; ~p) , (9)
where f(p0; ~p) is an arbitrary function. After such a steady state has been obtained, one
can evolve the system for times greater than zero by solving Eqs. (4) and (5) where KF
has been set to zero and where in the integrals, the contributions from times smaller
than zero involve the pre-calculated steady state.
This prescription, which we name self-consistent for the corresponding source KF
depends on the two-point function G, see Eq. (10) below, has to be compared to the
usual 2PI evolution equations solved using Gaussian initial conditions which amount in
particular to start the dynamics at a time t = 0 on the real-time path, with the memory
integrals in Eq. (4) starting at t = 0 rather than at t = −∞. In this latter case, the
counterterms which are time-independent and thus present at initial time, produce an
unbalanced initial time singularity, which aside from very specific examples, can hardly
be removed. Our approach in contrast, for it involves memory integrals running from
t = −∞ produces contributions which could compensate the counterterms at any time.
For this to be true however the source KF (x, y) needs to have a safe UV behavior in
order not to bring additional divergences as compared to the situation without source. 2
For example, in the definition of the steady state, the generalized KMS condition (9)
corresponds to a source KF (x − y) such that [1]
KF (p0; ~p) = −
(
1
2
+ f(p0; ~p)
)
Σρ(p0; ~p) + iΣF (p0; ~p) . (10)
Thus by choosing for instance
f(p0; ~p) =
1
ep0/T (~p) − 1
(11)
2 For a proof of this statement in Euclidean time, see Ref. [1]
3
where T (~p) converges fast enough in the UV to a reference temperature T ⋆, we ensure
that the UV properties are not modified with respect to equilibrium at temperature T ⋆
and thus that the equations of motion for the steady state are renormalised by the very
same counterterms as in equilibrium.
In Fig. 2 we compare the time evolution of the equal-time statistical propagator
F (t, t; ~p) choosing either Gaussian or self-consistent initial conditions. We consider three
different modes |~p| = 0.4, 0.8, 1.6 and three different values of lattice spacing am =
1/4, 1/6, 1/8. The counterterms are determined once and for all in equilibrium at the
reference temperature T ⋆ = m. The absence of a continuum limit is apparent in the case
of Gaussian initial conditions. As for self-consistent initial conditions, for a given mode,
the curves representing runs for different values of the regularisation cut-off lie almost
exactly on top of each other, strongly suggesting that the continuum limit has been
reached.
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Fig. 2. Gaussian versus self-consistent initial conditions (λ = 24, box size 32). See the text for details.
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